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	A Petri net is a mathematical representation of a network. This book first introduces the basic models including time and stochastic extensions, in particular place-transition and high level Petri nets. Their modeling and design capabilities are illustrated by a set of representations of interest in operating and communication systems. The volume then addresses the related verification problems and proposes corresponding solutions by introducing the main notions needed to fully understand the behavior and properties behind Petri nets. Particular attention is devoted to how systems can be fully represented and analyzed in terms of their behavioral, time, and stochastic aspects by using the same formal approach and semantic basis. Finally, illustrative examples are presented in the important fields of interoperability in telecommunication services, programming languages, multimedia architectures, manufacturing systems, and communication protocols.
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The Starbucks Experience: 5 Principles for Turning Ordinary Into ExtraordinaryMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	WAKE UP AND SMELL THE SUCCESS!


	You already know the Starbucks story. Since 1992, its stock has risen a staggering 5,000 percent! The genius of Starbucks success lies in its ability to create personalized customer experiences, stimulate business growth, generate profits, energize employees, and secure customer loyalty-all at...
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Windows 10 Troubleshooting (Windows Troubleshooting Series)Apress, 2016

	
		Learn how to troubleshoot Windows 10 the way the experts do, whatever device or form-factor you’re using. Focus on the problems that most commonly plague PC users and fix each one with a step-by-step approach that helps you understand the cause, the solution, and the tools required. Discover the connections between the...
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Element Stamp Algorithm for Matrix Formulation of Symbolic Circuits (Computer Networks)New Society Publishers, 2010

	The need to analyze a linear network is a recurring requirement in

	computer-aided network analysis. Not only a majority of the network

	problems to be solved is posed as linear problems; nonlinear resistive and

	dynamic networks are usually solved by the analysis of a sequence of

	“linearized” networks. The analysis of...
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Error-Correcting Linear Codes: Classification by Isometry and ApplicationsSpringer, 2006
This text offers an introduction to error-correcting linear codes for graduate students in mathematics, computer science and engineering and researchers. The book differs from other standard texts in its emphasis on the classification of codes by means of isometry classes. The relevant algebraic concepts like finite fields and group actions are...
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OpenGL ES 2 for Android: A Quick-Start Guide (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Printed in full color.

	

	Android is booming like never before, with millions of devices shipping every day. It's never been a better time to learn how to create your own 3D games and live wallpaper for Android. You'll find out all about shaders and the OpenGL pipeline, and discover the power of OpenGL ES 2.0,...
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Atmosphere of Collaboration: Air Pollution Science, Politics and Ecopreneurship in DelhiRoutledge, 2021

	
		This book discusses air pollution in Delhi from scientific, social and entrepreneurial perspectives. Using key debates and interventions on air pollution, it examines the trajectories of environmental politics in the Delhi region, one of the most polluted areas in the world. It highlights the administrative struggles, public...
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